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About This Game
This application simulates a starry sky in realism.
Please enjoy the full sky starry sky.
There are three modes that enjoy starry sky in this application.
①World Sky Time Travel
②Full Celestial Planetarium
③Starry Sky Selection
Product Features
・Full Celestial Planetarium -starry sky extends right down to your feet
・Experience a sense of depth and feeling of immersion only possible with VR
・Reproduces an accurate sky based on NASA data
・Recreate what the starry sky was like on your birthday or special anniversary
・See selected locales famous for their starry skies with VR
・Scenery of the wonderful Milky Way that spreads out before you
・Somewhere in the "Starry Sky Selection" where aurora appears
・Homestar brings you a world of 2,500,000 crystal-clear stars.
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Title: HomestarVR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Education
Developer:
The pocket company
Publisher:
The pocket company
Release Date: 1 May, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 SP1、Windows 8.1 以降、Windows 10
Processor: Intel Core i5-4590/AMD FX 8350
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970、AMD Radeon R9 290
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Japanese
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This is one of my favourite VR experiences. Due to the heavy light pollution in my city, I never get to see the night sky so I was
excited to give this a try. I was not disappointed!! Its relaxing, and beautiful. I love how I have the option of changing the music
and how fast the night sky moves. The bonus is seeing some Aurora in the night sky. This is better than a planetarium that I've
been to in my city, I highly recommend this to anyone who is into night skies and planetariums!. HomestarVR is much better
than I thought. It is really a planetarium in VR:
It simulates stars, planets and moon, like a basic version of stellarium. You can set the date and time for a location. The
Planetarium mode has audio tours for the season skies. The locations in Starry sky are beautiful and come with background
sound fx and relaxing music.
Constellation lines and names, and almost everything else, are optional and can be turned on or off in the settings in all three
modes.
The software can be controlled while resting in bed with head movement+trigger.
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